
Training tips for Leg 15 of the B2V: 
 
From Chris Swanson (10/24/2017) 
 

1. Hill repeats – the runners should practice running on hills. What makes Leg 15 so 
challenging isn’t the 10k distance, but rather that it’s a climb the entire time. If the runner 
can do hill repeats outside, I’d highly recommend it. If that’s not an option, I’d recommend 
the runner practice on a treadmill has a hill grade feature.  
 

2. Build aerobic endurance – if the runner has never run a 10k before, I’d recommend not 
only building up to that distance, but beyond. A half-marathon distance of 13.1 miles should 
do the trick. However, this shouldn’t be done recklessly—add maybe a mile each week, no 
more than that, and back off if strains or tendinitis sets in. Listen to the body. If the runner 
can’t make it up to 13 miles prior to the race based on this plan, then just get to the 10k. I’d 
rather be a bit undertrained and fresh than over trained and fatigued. 
 
 

3. Speed work – Running long distances at constant pace won’t make you faster. Interval 
training is key. Running short distances at a fast pace builds the type of muscle fibers that 
make you faster. I’d go to a track once a week when I was training for races. You can 
probably just google a training plan for a 10k, and it should include track sessions. They 
should vary each week as you go through the training plan. However, an easy one to start 
with is do eight laps along the track, with 90 second break between each lap. Do each lap at 
as fast a pace as you can while maintaining the same time. 
 

4. Strength training – if you have access to a gym, do exercises that strengthen your core, 
hips, quads, hamstrings, etc. Squats, leg press, lunges, and any other hip-centric machines 
tend to be good. 45 min, 2x a week is pretty ideal. 
 
 

5. Nutrition and Recovery – this is actually the most important and most overlooked step. 
Drink water while you run. If you are running over 90 minutes, you may want to mix some 
electrolytes in your water. Even though Leg 15 goes at night, it’s still the dessert. You will get 
dehydrated quickly, so you need to get in the habit of hydrating. I would take a drink every 
10-15 minutes. If you’re thirsty, it’s already too late. Also, foam roll and stretch after 
running—especially your hamstrings and hips (you can google some stretches). Get good 
nights of sleep—eight hours if possible, but no less than seven. Be diligent about getting 
good sleep in the week leading up to the race and stay away from booze at a minimum of 48 
hours prior to the race.  

 
 
Again, there are lots of training plans online. If the runner is interested in a book, I’d recommend 
the Hanson method (they have different books for different methods). It goes into more detail 
about what I wrote above. 


